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Mark-resight models
Brett McClintock, CREEM - University of St. Andrews

Mark-resight methods constitute a slightly different type of data than found in traditional markrecapture, but they are in the same spirit of accounting for imperfect detection towards reliably
estimating demographic parameters (see White & Shenk 2001 for a thorough explanation of how these
data are collected, and McClintock et al. 2008; McClintock & White 2009 for full details of the models).
Like the other mark-recapture models in MARK, this approach models encounters (resightings) of
marked individuals, but they also incorporate additional data via sightings of unmarked individuals
into the estimation framework. Mark-resight data may be used to estimate abundance (N) in a fashion
analogous to the closed capture models of Otis et al. (1978). When sampling is under the robust design,
mark-resight data may be used to estimate abundance, apparent survival, and transition rates between
observable and unobservable states in a fashion analogous to the closed capture robust design models
of Kendall, Pollock & Brownie (1995) and Kendall, Nichols & Hines (1997).
These models assume some individuals have been marked prior to sampling, and sampling
occasions consist of sighting surveys (instead of capture periods). The main advantage of this
approach is that because costs associated with marking and recapturing can be minimized, it can
in many circumstances be a less invasive and less expensive alternative to traditional mark-recapture
as a means for monitoring. With limited funds and resources, mark-resight can be appealing to
researchers because costs associated with capture are generally the most expensive aspects of markrecapture studies. Not only can the financial burden of mark-recapture be discouraging for longterm population monitoring, but capture is also the most hazardous aspect for the animals and may
unduly influence the attributes of scientific interest. If field-readable marks are feasible, mark-resight
can substantially reduce stress to species because they can be observed at a distance with minimal
disturbance after the initial marking period. This can be of particular concern when working with
threatened, endangered, or sensitive species.
The methods require that the number of marked individuals in the population during sampling
be known exactly or can at least be reliably estimated. If sampling during sighting occasions is
without replacement (i.e., any single individual may only be sighted once per distinct occasion) and
the number of marked individuals in the population available for resighting is known exactly, then
the mixed logit-normal mark-resight model (McClintock et al. 2009b) may be employed to estimate
N. If the mixed logit-normal model is appropriate but the population of interest within the study
area is known to lack geographic closure (e.g., from telemetry data for the marked population), the
immigration-emigration logit-normal model may be used to estimate N (or density). Alternatively, if
sampling within sighting occasions is with replacement or the exact number of marked individuals
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in the population is unknown, the Poisson-log normal mark resight model (McClintock et al. 2009a)
may be used to estimate N. If permanent field-readable marks are used but the number of marks is
not known, then mark-resight data collected under the closed robust design may be analyzed with
the Poisson-log normal model in a fashion analogous to the regular mark-recapture robust design for
estimating apparent survival (φ), transition rates between observable and unobservable states (γ′′
and γ′ ), and N (McClintock & White 2009).
These models were developed as reliable and more efficient alternatives to the mark-resight models
previously available in Program NOREMARK (White 1996). Similar to the mark-recapture models
in MARK, they provide a framework for information-theoretic model selection and multimodel inference based on AIC (Burnham & Anderson 2002) and the utilization of individual or environmental
covariates on parameters. However, because the nature of mark-resight data is somewhat different
than that of mark-recapture, a different format for the encounter history files has been developed to
address this. Explanations of the various models and their MARK encounter history file formats are
detailed below. The encounter history and results files referenced here accompany MARK. Following
the explanations of the models and their MARK encounter history files, some general suggestions are
provided for performing an analysis with these models in MARK. But first, a little more background
on mark-resight.

18.1. What is mark-resight?
The basic premise behind mark-resight is fairly simple. First, some field-readable marks are introduced into the population. Then encounter data are collected (via non-invasive sighting surveys)
on both the marked and unmarked individuals in the population. Lastly, the data are analyzed to
estimate abundance ( N ) and/or related demographic parameters (φ, γ′ , γ′′ ). Pretty simple, right? As
usual, the complications lie in the particulars.
Initially, the focus of mark-resight was on utilizing radio-marked individuals to estimate closed
population abundance. This dependency on radio-collars arose because of a need to know the
exact number of marked individuals in the population. One of the simplest mark-resight models
of abundance is the classic Lincoln-Petersen estimator:
b = m 1 n2 ,
N
m2
where m1 is the number of marked animals in the population, n2 is the total number of marked
and unmarked animals seen, and m2 is the number of marked animals seen. Users of Program
NOREMARK are probably familiar with other mark-resight models of abundance, such as the
joint hypergeometric estimator (Bartmann et al. 1987), the Minta-Mangel estimator (Minta & Mangel
1989), the immigration-emigration joint hypergeometric estimator (Neal et al. 1993), and Bowden’s
estimator (Bowden & Kufeld 1995). Arnason, Schwarz & Gerrard (1991) developed a mark-resight
model of abundance when the number of marked individuals in the population is unknown. These
contributions were the motivation for developing a more general suite of mark-resight estimators that
would fit into the flexible modeling framework that MARK provides.
There are several things to consider when deciding to use the mark-resight models in MARK. As
with all mark-recapture studies, a population of interest must first be defined (both in space and
time). For starters, we will assume this population is geographically and demographically closed,
and abundance for a single period of time is the only item of interest. The simplest issue relevant
to mark-resight is whether or not individuals in the population can possess field-readable marks.
You’re unlikely to use mark-resight on Peromyscus, but it has been applied to many different species
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including ursids, canids, badgers, ungulates, prairie dogs, snail kites, owls, robins, and grouse. Fieldreadable marks may come in many forms, including collars, bands, paint, dye, or natural patterns.
The marks may be temporary (e.g., paint or dye on fur) or permanent, but no (unknown) marks may
be lost during the sampling period of interest. An important distinction for the mark-resight models
in MARK is whether the marks are individually identifiable or not. Much more information (and
flexibility) can be attained through the use of individually identifiable marks, particularly if individual
sighting probability heterogeneity is of concern. However, this methodology may still be employed if
individually identifiable marks are not feasible (e.g., due to species or monetary constraints).
If field-readable marks are possible, then marked individuals must be introduced into the population before any sighting data can be collected. This is typically done via a capture event (but not
necessarily). Whatever the marks and however they are introduced, the most fundamental assumption of mark-resight is that the subset of the population selected for marking is representative of
the entire population in terms of sighting probabilities. A strategy typically employed to satisfy this
condition is the use of a different method to randomly select marked individuals than is used for the
sighting surveys. This may seem obvious, but mark-resight has often been applied (inappropriately)
when the marked population was selected based on sightability.
Once marks have been introduced into the population, an important piece of information becomes
how many marked individuals are alive and in the study area. If the number of marked individuals
available for resighting is known exactly, this can be very useful information for estimation (particularly when individual sighting heterogeneity is a serious issue). The number of marks in the
population is commonly determined via radio or GPS collars that emit a mortality signal. Another
way this is accomplished is by conducting the marking period immediately prior to the collection of
sighting data, such that it can be reasonably assumed that no marked individuals died or emigrated
between the capture event and the sighting surveys. When marked individual mortality or movement
cannot be monitored and sufficient time has passed since the original introduction of marks, then the
exact number of marks will usually be unknown.
The actual sighting data are collected during visual surveys within the study area. All sightings of
marked and unmarked individuals in the population are recorded. If individually identifiable marks
are used, then the individual identities of marked individuals are also recorded. The sighting surveys
themselves come in two basic flavors: sampling with or without replacement. If sampling is without
replacement, then each individual in the population can be seen at most once within each of the
distinct sampling occasions (as in mark-recapture). However, in many circumstances sampling must
be with replacement. This arises when sampling cannot be divided into distinct occasions where
individuals can only be sighted once, such as when studying a highly mobile species or using camera
traps. Sampling with replacement differs from other mark-recapture sampling because here sighting
occasions need not be distinct, and consideration is given only to some closed period of sampling.
Sighting probabilities are modeled with mark-resight estimators just as capture probabilities are
modeled with mark-recapture estimators. This means group, temporal, or individual covariates may
be utilized to describe the detection process. Individual sighting heterogeneity is also an important
issue because failure to account for it may result in underestimates of abundance (if the number of
marks is unknown) and overestimates of precision. Individual heterogeneity may only be accounted
for if marks are individually identifiable.
As is the case in most monitoring programs, let’s now consider more than a single closed period
of interest. We will adopt the terminology of the robust design (Kendall, Pollock & Brownie 1995;
Kendall, Nichols & Hines 1997), where data are collected across both closed and open sampling
periods. The open periods refer to the encounter process between “primary” sampling intervals,
where each primary interval consists of “secondary” sighting occasions. The time periods between
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the secondary sighting occasions within a primary interval must be of short enough duration for the
assumption of closure to be satisfied (although this may in some circumstances be relaxed – see the
next paragraph). As noted before, if sampling is with replacement, then we are not concerned with
distinct secondary sighting occasions, but rather some closed period of secondary sampling during
each of the primary intervals. New marks may be introduced to the population at any time during
the open periods, but no marks may be added during the closed periods (except when using the
immigration-emigration logit-normal model).
The issue of closure deserves a bit of attention before getting into the specifics on implementing the
logit-normal, immigration-emigration logit-normal, and Poisson-log normal mark-resight models in
MARK. When the population of interest is both geographically and demographically closed, then the
estimates of abundance produced by all of the mark-resight models are exactly what we think they
are: the population size residing within the study area during the period of interest. If the population
is not geographically closed (i.e., individuals move in and out of the study area), then there are two
notions of “population” for the study area. There is the population that actually resides within the
study area during the period of interest ( N ), but there is also a “super population” of individuals
associated with the study area during the period of interest ( N ∗ ). This distinction is important, because the latter is unsuitable for addressing questions related to population density. When geographic
closure is violated, then the mixed logit-normal and Poisson-log normal mark-resight models produce
estimates of N ∗ . For this reason, the immigration-emigration logit-normal model was developed as
a means for estimating both N and N ∗ when geographic closure is violated. When demographic
closure is violated (i.e., individuals may die or permanently emigrate independent of mark status),
all of the models will produce estimates of the population size at the beginning of the sampling
period of interest. Because the lack of geographic or demographic closure may induce non-negligible
levels of individual sighting heterogeneity, we suggest that heterogeneity models be explored when
these violations are suspected (this requires individually identifiable marks).

18.2. The mixed logit-normal mark-resight model
To be used when sampling is without replacement within secondary sampling occasions and the
number of marked individuals in the population available for resighting is known exactly. Marks
may or may not be individually identifiable. See McClintock et al. (2009b) for full details.
Data:
t = the number of primary sampling intervals
k j = the number of secondary sampling occasions (without replacement) during primary
interval j
n j = the exact number of marked individuals in the population during primary interval j
nj

mij = ∑s=1 δsij = total number of marked individual sightings during secondary occasion i of
primary interval j
Tu j = total number of unmarked individual sightings during primary interval j
δsij = Bernoulli random variable indicating sighting (δsij = 1) or no sighting (δsij = 0) of
marked individual s on secondary occasion i of primary interval j (this only applies when
individually identifiable marks are used)
ǫij = total number of marks seen that were not identified to individual during secondary
occasion i of primary interval j (this only applies when individually identifiable marks
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are used)
Parameters:
Nj = population size or abundance during primary interval j
pij = intercept (on logit scale) for mean resighting probability of secondary occasion i during
primary interval j. If there is no individual heterogeneity (σj = 0), once back-transformed
from the logit scale the real parameter estimate can be interpreted as the mean resighting
probability
σj2 = individual heterogeneity level (on the logit scale) during primary interval j (i.e., the
variance of a random individual heterogeneity effect with mean zero)
Derived Parameter:
µij = overall mean resighting probability for secondary occasion i of primary occasion j. This
parameter is derived as a function of pij , σj2 , and ǫij . Note that when σj = 0 and ǫij = 0,
then the real parameter estimate for pij is identical to the derived parameter estimate for
µij .
18.2.1. No individually identifiable marks
If a known number of marks are in the population, but the marks are not individually identifiable,
then the data for the mixed logit-normal model are t, k j , n j , mij , and Tu j . These are the same data as
for the joint hypergeometric estimator (JHE) previously available in Program NOREMARK (White
1996), but the mixed logit-normal model can be a more efficient alternative because it can borrow
information about resighting probabilities across primary intervals or groups (McClintock et al. 2009b).
Note that because no information is known about individual identities, individual heterogeneity
models cannot be evaluated with these data (i.e., σj = 0) and the probability of any individual being
resighted on secondary occasion i of primary interval j is pij .
Suppose there is only one group and t = 3, k j = 4, n1 = 30, n2 = 33, n3 = 32, m11 = 8, m21 = 9,
m31 = 10, m41 = 5, m12 = 11, m22 = 10, m32 = 18, m42 = 9, m13 = 5, m23 = 10, m33 = 13, m43 = 8,
Tu1 = 96, Tu2 = 68, and Tu3 = 59.
Although no individual identities are known, these data may be summarized into artificial
individual encounter histories similar to those of the mark-recapture robust design. The total
number of unmarked individuals seen Tu j must be entered after the encounter histories under the
heading “Unmarked Seen Group=1” such that the resulting encounter history file would be:
/* No Individual Marks 1 group */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */
/* Begin Input File */
111111111111 5;
111011110111 3;
011011110110 1;
001011100110 1;
000010100010 1;
000000100010 2;
000000100000 5;
000000000000 12;
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....00000000 2;
....0000.... 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
96 68 59;
/* End Input File */

Notice the sums of the encounter history columns (when multiplied by the corresponding frequency)
equal mij and the sums of the frequencies with non-missing entries (i.e., not “....”) for each primary
interval equals n j . If this single group data were split into two groups, such that n1 = 17, n2 = 19,
n3 = 18, m11 = 6, m21 = 6, m31 = 7, m41 = 4, m12 = 5, m22 = 5, m32 = 11, m42 = 5, m13 = 3, m23 = 7,
m33 = 7, m43 = 7, Tu1 = 48, Tu2 = 40, and Tu3 = 20 for the first group, and n1 = 13, n2 = 14, n3 = 14,
m11 = 2, m21 = 3, m31 = 3, m41 = 1, m12 = 6, m22 = 5, m32 = 7, m42 = 4, m13 = 2, m23 = 3, m33 = 6,
m43 = 1, Tu1 = 48, Tu2 = 28, and Tu3 = 39 for the second group, a possible encounter history file
would be:
/* No Individual Marks 2 groups */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */
/* Begin Input File */
111111111111 3 0;
111111110111 1 0;
111011110111 1 0;
111000100111 1 0;
001000100111 1 0;
000000100000 4 0;
000000000000 6 0;
....00000000 1 0;
....0000.... 1 0;
111111111111 0 1;
111011111110 0 1;
011011110110 0 1;
000011110010 0 1;
000011100010 0 1;
000010100010 0 1;
000000100000 0 1;
000000000000 0 6;
....00000000 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
48 40 20;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
48 28 39;
/* End Input File */

Notice here that the single group data has simply been split up into two group data. The encounter
histories are followed by group frequencies just as in other MARK encounter history files for markrecapture data. The twist is that the unmarked data must be entered separately for each group. Again,
the sums of the encounter history columns (when multiplied by the corresponding group frequencies)
equals mij for each group, and the sums of the frequencies with non-missing entries (i.e., not “....”)
for each primary interval equals n j for each group.
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The analysis using these encounter history data (Logit_NoIndividualMarks_OneGroup.inp) yielded
the following results for the time-constant ( pij = p, σj = 0) model in MARK:

Real Function Parameters of {p(.) sigma(.)=0 N(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1:p Session 1

0.3064700

0.0236970

0.2620778

0.3547665

2:sigma Session 1

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

3:N Session 1

108.02874

8.9593461

92.350040

127.65004

4:N Session 2

88.188211

7.0136070

76.062792

103.72785

5:N Session 3

79.846656

6.3659903

68.905724

94.031094

Fixed

Note that σj must be fixed to zero for these data because heterogeneity models do not apply when
marks are not individually identifiable. This is because no information is known about individual
resighting rates, and the above encounter histories are artificial in that they don’t actually refer to
a real individual’s encounter history (these artificial encounter histories are just a convenient and
consistent way to enter the data into MARK). Because there is no individual heterogeneity in the
model, the real parameter estimate of p may be interpreted as the overall mean resighting probability
(0.31 in this case).
18.2.2. Individually identifiable marks
If marks are individually identifiable, encounter histories are constructed just as for robust design
mark-recapture data with the tk j possible encounters representing δsij for individual s during secondary occasion i of primary interval j. However, now it is possible to have an individual identified as
marked, but not to individual identity. A marked individual may be encountered but not be identified
to individual when the mark was seen but the unique pattern or characters that identify the individual
were obscured or too far away to read. These are the same data as could be used for Bowden’s
estimator (Bowden & Kufeld 1995) in Program NOREMARK (White 1996), but the logit-normal
model can be more efficient because information about resighting probabilities may be borrowed
across primary intervals, and it does not require investment in individual heterogeneity parameters
unless deemed necessary by the data (McClintock et al. 2009b). If an individual was not known to
be in the population during any primary interval j, then missing values (.) are included for all k j
secondary occasions of that interval in the encounter history. The total number of marks seen but not
identified to individual during secondary occasion i of primary interval j (ǫij ) are entered sequentially

ǫ11 , ǫ21 , . . . , ǫk1 1 , . . . , ǫ1t , ǫ2t , . . . , ǫk t t with each entry separated by a space. Using the data from the
previous single group example but with ǫ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1) entered after the unmarked
data under the heading “Marked Unidentified Group=1;”, one possible encounter history file would
be:
/* Individual Marks 1 Group */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */
/* Begin Input File */
001001000011 1;
000000100110 1;
010000000110 1;
0000........ 1;
....01101101 1;
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000010000000 1;
001100100000 1;
001011100011 1;
000010000010 1;
010001100000 1;
000000000010 1;
001010010110 1;
101000100000 1;
....01001110 1;
010000100000 1;
11001000.... 1;
000100000000 1;
100000101011 1;
000011010000 1;
000100000000 1;
111000100001 1;
010000111001 1;
101000110000 1;
100001100010 1;
....00010000 1;
101000010010 1;
0000........ 1;
010000101000 1;
000110100000 1;
011000000000 1;
010011110010 1;
000010110000 1;
101100000001 1;
....00010110 1;
....11100100 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
96 68 59;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 1;
/* End Input File */

nj

Note that the sums of each column ∑s=1 δsij = mij − ǫij . The last two encounter histories are for
individuals that were not marked and known to be in the population until immediately prior to the
second primary interval. The fourth encounter history from the top represents an individual who was
marked and known to be in the population during the first primary interval (when it was resighted 0
times), but known to have not been marked and in the population during the second or third primary
intervals. This could be because the individual was known to have died, emigrated, or lost its mark.
Similar to other MARK encounter history files, the histories may pertain to multiple groups and
include individual covariates. Splitting the above data into two groups, the above encounter history
file could look like:
/* Individual Marks 2 Groups */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */
/* Begin Input File */
001001000011 0 1;
000000100110 1 0;
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010000000110 1 0;
0000........ 1 0;
....01101101 1 0;
000010000000 0 1;
001100100000 1 0;
001011100011 0 1;
000010000010 0 1;
010001100000 0 1;
000000000010 0 1;
001010010110 1 0;
101000100000 1 0;
....01001110 1 0;
010000100000 1 0;
11001000.... 1 0;
000100000000 1 0;
100000101011 1 0;
000011010000 1 0;
000100000000 0 1;
111000100001 1 0;
010000111001 0 1;
101000110000 1 0;
100001100010 0 1;
....00010000 0 1;
101000010010 0 1;
0000........ 0 1;
010000101000 0 1;
000110100000 1 0;
011000000000 1 0;
010011110010 1 0;
000010110000 0 1;
101100000001 1 0;
....00010110 1 0;
....11100100 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
48 40 20;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
48 28 39;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0;
/* End Input File */

Notice the encounter histories are followed by group frequencies the same way as they are in all other
MARK encounter history files.
Because marks are individually identifiable, individual heterogeneity models may be explored
with these data. Here, individual heterogeneity is modeled as a random effect with mean zero and
unknown variance σj2 . These encounter history data (Logit_IndividualMarks_OneGroup.inp) yielded
the following results for the time-constant individual heterogeneity ( pij = p, σj = σ ) model in
MARK:
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Real Function Parameters of {p(.) sigma(.) N(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1:p Session 1

0.2786641

0.0273014

0.2284108

0.3351710

2:sigma Session 1

0.4766088

0.2707817

0.1690244

1.3439241

3:N Session 1

112.97626

10.415916

94.940988

136.02025

4:N Session 2

87.429921

6.9734104

75.386318

102.89558

5:N Session 3

77.935945

6.0515938

67.521842

91.403200

If one wanted to report an overall mean resighting probability for this model, then the derived
parameter µij may be obtained:
Estimates of Derived Parameters
Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {p(.) sigma(.) N(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.
---- ----

Mu-hat

Standard Error

Lower

Upper

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1

1

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

2

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

3

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

4

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

5

0.3183328

0.0247720

0.2718623

0.3687242

1

6

0.3183328

0.0247720

0.2718623

0.3687242

1

7

0.3183328

0.0247720

0.2718623

0.3687242

1

8

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

9

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

10

0.3817797

0.0247720

0.3345418

0.4313640

1

11

0.2880297

0.0247720

0.2420014

0.3388985

1

12

0.3192797

0.0247720

0.2727964

0.3696574

Even though the model included a constant p and σ for all occasions, there is some slight variation
in µij due to marked individuals not being identified to individual identity (ǫij ) on several occasions.
The time-constant model with no heterogeneity ( pij = p, σj = 0) yields:

Real Function Parameters of {p(.) sigma(.)=0 N(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

1:p Session 1

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

2:sigma Session 1

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

3:N Session 1

112.98732

9.7939840

95.902227

134.50170

4:N Session 2

87.446686

6.5355052

76.068609

101.83068

5:N Session 3

77.954031

5.6720754

68.112315

90.477916

Estimates of Derived Parameters
Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {p(.) sigma(.)=0 N(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
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Fixed
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Grp. Occ.
---- ----

Mu-hat

Standard Error

Lower
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Upper

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1

1

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

2

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

3

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

4

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

5

0.3184336

0.0232879

0.2746235

0.3657090

1

6

0.3184336

0.0232879

0.2746235

0.3657090

1

7

0.3184336

0.0232879

0.2746235

0.3657090

1

8

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

9

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

10

0.3818805

0.0232879

0.3373910

0.4284434

1

11

0.2881305

0.0232879

0.2447124

0.3358270

1

12

0.3193805

0.0232879

0.2755591

0.3666438

As before, when σj = 0, the real parameter estimate of p may be interpreted as the overall
mean resighting probability ignoring unidentified marks (0.29 in this case), but µij is an overall
mean resighting probability that takes unidentified marks into account. Notice that these results are
different than the results from the same model when there were no individually identifiable marks.
This is because the two versions (individually identifiable marks or not) of the mixed-logit normal
model are only comparable when all marks are correctly identified to individual and σj is fixed to
zero. Further, if one finds very little support for individual heterogeneity models (based on AICc )
and has relatively many unidentified marks, it may be better to analyze the data as if there were no
individually identifiable marks to begin with.

18.3. The immigration-emigration mixed logit-normal markresight model
For use when the population of interest may not be geographically closed (i.e., individuals move in
and out of the study area between secondary occasions of the primary sampling intervals). Because
the study area is not closed, there is a “super population” of individuals that use the area, but the
population of interest may be that which actually resides within the study area at any given time.
This distinction is important when density estimation is of concern. This model requires additional
information on whether or not each marked individual was available for resighting within the study
area for each secondary sampling occasion (e.g., from radio or GPS collars). One way this is commonly
determined using radio-collars is by conducting an aerial survey locating all marked individuals
immediately prior to each secondary sampling occasion, although the use of GPS collars may alleviate
the need for such surveys. Once the presence or absence of all marked individuals within the study
area is determined, secondary resighting occasions are conducted only within the boundaries of the
study area. As with the regular mixed logit-normal model, sampling must be without replacement
within secondary sampling occasions and the number of marked individuals in the population
available for resighting must be known exactly for every secondary sampling occasion. Marks may
or may not be individually identifiable (but individually identifiable marks are needed to investigate
individual heterogeneity). Unlike the regular mixed logit-normal or the Poisson-log normal models
(where new marks may be introduced only during the open periods), new marks may be introduced at
any time (other than during a secondary sampling occasion) when using the immigration-emigration
mixed logit-normal model.
Data:
t = the number of primary sampling intervals
k j = the number of secondary sampling occasions (without replacement) during primary
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interval j
n j = the exact number of marked individuals in the population during primary interval j
nj

mij = ∑s=1 δsij = total number of marked individual sightings during secondary occasion i of
primary interval j
Tuij = total number of unmarked individual sightings during secondary occasion i of primary
interval j
δsij = Bernoulli random variable indicating sighting (δsij = 1) or no sighting (δsij = 0) of
marked individual s on secondary occasion i of primary interval j (this only applies when
individually identifiable marks are used)
Tij number of marked animals in the super population during secondary occasion i of primary
interval j. A marked individual is considered to be in the super population if it were
located within the study area at least once during primary interval j.
Mij number of marked animals that are actually in the study area during secondary occasion
i of primary interval j
ǫij = total number of marks seen that were not identified to individual during secondary
occasion i of primary interval j (this only applies when individually identifiable marks
are used)
Parameters:
Nj∗ = super population size utilizing the study area at any time during primary interval j
N̄j = mean population size within the study area during primary interval j. Because this
quantity is generally of more interest (e.g., for density estimation) than the population
size within the study area during secondary occasion i of primary interval j ( Nij ) , MARK
kj

uses the reparameterization Nij = N̄j + αij where ∑i=1 αij = 0
αij = the difference (relative to N̄j ) in population size within the study area during secondary
kj

occasion i of primary interval j. Because of the imposed constraint ∑i=1 αij = 0, only k j − 1
of the αij must actually be estimated for primary interval j.
pij = intercept (on logit scale) for mean resighting probability of secondary occasion i during
primary interval j. If there is no individual heterogeneity (σj = 0), once back-transformed
from the logit scale the real parameter estimate can be interpreted as the mean resighting
probability
σj2 = individual heterogeneity level (on the logit scale) during primary interval j (i.e., the
variance of a random individual heterogeneity effect with mean zero)
Derived Parameter:
µij = overall mean resighting probability for secondary occasion i of primary interval j. This
parameter is derived as a function of pij , σj2 , Mij , and ǫij . Note that when σj = 0 and ǫij = 0,
then the real parameter estimate for pij is identical to the derived parameter estimate for
µij .
18.3.1. No individually identifiable marks
If a known number of marks are in the population, but the marks are not individually identifiable,
then the data for the immigration-emigration mixed logit-normal model are t, k j , Tij , Mij , mij , and
Tuij . These are the same data as for the immigration-emigration joint hypergeometric estimator
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(IEJHE) previously available in Program NOREMARK (White 1996), but the immigration-emigration
mixed logit-normal model can be a more efficient alternative because it can borrow information
about resighting probabilities across primary intervals. Note that because no information is known
about individual identities, individual heterogeneity models cannot be evaluated with these data (i.e.,
σj = 0) and the probability of any individual being resighted on secondary occasion i of primary
interval j is pij .
Here we’ll use vector notation because we must keep track of data for each secondary occasion of
each primary interval, where any x = { x11 , x21, . . . , xk1 1 , x12 , x22 , . . . , xk2 2 , . . . , x1t , x2t , . . . , xk t t }. Suppose there is only one group and t = 3, k j = 4, n = {27, 22, 18, 29, 28, 23, 20, 32, 31, 19, 21, 33},
T = {28, 29, 30, 30, 30, 33, 33, 33, 33, 34, 34, 34}, m = {17, 15, 9, 8, 16, 14, 9, 13, 11, 14, 13, 16}, and Tu =
{264, 161, 152, 217, 217, 160, 195, 159, 166, 152, 175, 190}. These data show that marks were introduced
into the population between secondary sampling occasions at some point for all three primary
intervals. For example, one mark was introduced between the first ( T11 = 28) and second ( T21 = 29)
secondary occasions of the first primary interval. Of these marked individuals in the super population
using the study area, n11 = 27 and n21 = 22 marked individuals, respectively, were actually in the
study area during these secondary sighting occasions of the first primary interval.
As before, these data may be summarized into artificial individual encounter histories similar
to those of the mark-recapture robust design. Now, both the number of marked animals in the super
population ( T ) and the total number of unmarked individuals seen ( Tu ) during each secondary
occasion must be entered after the encounter histories under the headings “Marked Superpopulation
Group=1” and “Unmarked Seen Group=1” such that the resulting encounter history file would be:
/* No Individual Marks 1 Group */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */

/* Begin Input File */
111111111111

8;

111011111111

1;

110011011111

2;

110011010111

2;

110011000101

1;

110010000001

1;

100010000001

1;

100000000000

1;

000000000000

1;

00.000000000

1;

00.000000.00

1;

00.000.00.00

1;

00.000.00..0

1;

0..000.00..0

1;

0..00..00..0

4;

...00..00..0

1;

...0...00..0

1;

.......00..0

2;

.......0...0

1;

...........0

1;

Marked Superpopulation Group=1;
28 29 30 30 30 33 33 33 33 34 34 34;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
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264 161 152 217 217 160 195 159 166 152 175 190;
/* End Input File */

Notice the sums of the encounter history columns (when multiplied by the corresponding frequency)
equal mij , and the sums of the non-missing entries (i.e., not “.”) for each column equal nij . If these
two conditions are satisfied, then the data have been correctly manipulated into artificial encounter
histories.
With no individually identifiable marks, only the parameters pij , N̄j , αij , and Nj∗ should be estimated, and σj needs to be fixed to zero. The analysis using the encounter history data given in
(IELNE_NoIndividualMarks_OneGroup.inp) yielded the following results for the fully time- and sessiondependent model in MARK:
Real Function Parameters of {p(t*session) sigma(session)=0 Nbar(session) alpha(t*session) Nstar(session)}
Parameter

Estimate

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1:p Session 1

0.5920052

0.0657261

0.4598142

0.7121015

2:p Session 1

0.5336833

0.0849575

0.3695459

0.6908382

3:p Session 1

0.5334205

0.0792144

0.3799062

0.6808562

4:p Session 1

0.4660230

0.0529557

0.3651185

0.5697866

5:sigma Session 1

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

6:Nbar Session 1

397.32331

37.853194

345.02234

500.25873

7:alpha Session 1

77.488339

23.028342

32.352788

122.62389

8:alpha Session 1

-67.485506

35.697501

-137.45261

2.4815969
-31.506635

9:alpha Session 1

Standard Error

Lower

Upper

-95.435254

32.616641

-159.36387

10:Nstar Session 1

494.93133

50.380626

417.65335

619.73600

11:p Session 2

0.5299577

0.0620175

0.4090258

0.6474715

12:p Session 2

0.5553903

0.0782474

0.4016470

0.6992137

13:p Session 2

0.6222317

0.0715456

0.4756347

0.7494350

14:p Session 2

0.3737709

0.0455084

0.2896371

0.4663014

15:sigma Session 2

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

16:Nbar Session 2

385.24061

35.323782

331.24975

473.02880

17:alpha Session 2

54.472854

22.567206

10.241129

98.704578

18:alpha Session 2

-71.849984

29.661383

-129.98630

-13.713673

19:alpha Session 2

-57.222293

25.783369

-107.75770

-6.6868887

20:Nstar Session 2

475.22027

48.627629

398.00526

591.91840

21:p Session 3

0.4143879

0.0495543

0.3216727

0.5135929

22:p Session 3

0.7132913

0.0934889

0.5038555

0.8590503

23:p Session 3

0.6569719

0.0793613

0.4899033

0.7924982

24:p Session 3

0.4701108

0.0539969

0.3671290

0.5757021

25:sigma Session 3

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

26:Nbar Session 3

346.12181

29.917810

299.99349

419.88652

27:alpha Session 3

80.815591

21.170402

39.321603

122.30958

28:alpha Session 3

-113.10176

28.097792

-168.17344

-58.030087

29:alpha Session 3

-59.723132

25.132401

-108.98264

-10.463624

30:Nstar Session 3

452.02738

45.613420

378.66117

560.19614

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

Here the mean population size using the study area during the first primary interval was N̄ˆ1 = 397.3.
The total population associated with the study area during the first primary interval was N̂1∗ = 494.9.
The estimates for α suggest the population within the study area fluctuated, with N̂11 = N̄ˆ1 + α̂11 =
k −1
474.8, N̂21 = N̄ˆ1 + α̂21 = 329.8, N̂31 = N̄ˆ1 + α̂31 = 301.9, and N̂31 = N̄ˆ1 − ∑i=1 1 α̂i1 = 482.8.
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Suppose temporary emigration from the study area during primary interval j is constant and
completely random. In this case, the expected population size within the study area doesn’t change
despite the fact that individuals freely move in and out. Using the same data, this hypothesis may be
explored by fixing αij = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k j − 1) in MARK:
Real Function Parameters of {p(t*session) sigma(session)=0 Nbar(session) alpha(t*session)=0 Nstar(session)}

Parameter
------------------------1:p Session 1
2:p Session 1
3:p Session 1
4:p Session 1
5:sigma Session 1
6:Nbar Session 1
7:alpha Session 1
8:alpha Session 1
9:alpha Session 1
10:Nstar Session 1
11:p Session 2
12:p Session 2
13:p Session 2
14:p Session 2
15:sigma Session 2
16:Nbar Session 2
17:alpha Session 2
18:alpha Session 2
19:alpha Session 2
20:Nstar Session 2
21:p Session 3
22:p Session 3
23:p Session 3
24:p Session 3
25:sigma Session 3
26:Nbar Session 3
27:alpha Session 3
28:alpha Session 3
29:alpha Session 3
30:Nstar Session 3

Estimate
Standard Error
-------------- -------------0.6439324
0.0636862
0.4029707
0.0440087
0.3684690
0.0411360
0.5153590
0.0531880
0.0000000
0.0000000
436.60460
40.189345
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
532.11185
54.115716
0.6078402
0.0608886
0.4536115
0.0486385
0.5320236
0.0548968
0.4483689
0.0482079
0.0000000
0.0000000
383.50010
34.946849
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
480.30594
48.652888
0.4922281
0.0511462
0.4615808
0.0488059
0.5228969
0.0535111
0.5730778
0.0573263
0.0000000
0.0000000
359.57710
31.936241
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
466.75873
46.900117

95% Confidence Interval
Lower
Upper
-------------- -------------0.5120127
0.7571075
0.3204658
0.4913577
0.2920860
0.4520709
0.4119445
0.6174746
0.0000000
0.0000000
376.60988
538.64312
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
447.21728
663.43866
0.4844016
0.7188772
0.3610694
0.5494745
0.4246060
0.6365528
0.3567986
0.5435792
0.0000000
0.0000000
330.10860
470.38589
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
402.70456
596.58296
0.3936075
0.5914573
0.3684454
0.5574775
0.4185432
0.6252893
0.4588859
0.6799775
0.0000000
0.0000000
309.89169
437.67306
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
390.81190
577.28297

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

When fixing αij = 0, the model may still be used to estimate both the super population size ( Nj∗ ) and
the population size within the study area N̄j = Nij (i = 1, . . . , k j ). For these data, however, the AICc
evidence strongly favors the previous model (∆ AICc = 57.2!).
18.3.2. Individually identifiable marks
As with the regular mixed logit-normal model with individually identifiable marks, the encounter histories are constructed with tk j possible encounters representing δsij for individual s during secondary
occasion i of primary interval j. If an individual is not yet marked or a marked individual is outside of
the study area during secondary occasion i of primary interval j, then missing values (.) are included
for that occasion in the encounter history. As before, the total number of marks seen but not identified
to individual during secondary occasion i of primary interval j (ǫij ) are also entered into the encounter
history file. Using the same data from the previous example with one group and t = 3, k j = 4,
n = {27, 22, 18, 29, 28, 23, 20, 32, 31, 19, 21, 33}, T = {28, 29, 30, 30, 30, 33, 33, 33, 33, 34, 34, 34}, m =
{17, 15, 9, 8, 16, 14, 9, 13, 11, 14, 13, 16}, Tu = {264, 161, 152, 217, 217, 160, 195, 159, 166, 152, 175, 190}, and
ǫ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), one possible encounter history file incorporating individually identiChapter 18. Mark-resight models
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fiable marks would be:

/* Individual Marks 1 Group */
/* 12 occasions, 3 primary, 4 secondary each */
/* Marked individuals off the study area or not yet marked indicated by "." in encounter history */

/* Begin Input File */
11010..00100

1;

.........1.0

1;

11.110110110

1;

0011.1001..1

1;

...00.1001.1

1;

0.0000.0000.

1;

1.11111001.0

1;

0..111.11..1

1;

0110000011.0

1;

111011111.11

1;

1111110101.1

1;

1110..100.11

1;

00.000000000

1;

1.001..10.00

1;

111011.0..11

1;

11.01..01..1

1;

.00010011110

1;

.....11011.1

1;

01.01.000.01

1;

000011101010

1;

110.10.11111

1;

1..00.0011.0

1;

11.010010..0

1;

......000111

1;

.01001010.10

1;

11.011.10100

1;

11.101110.10

1;

011000.10.00

1;

00.001.00001

1;

100000.000.0

1;

0..00.10...1

1;

1.011..11.11

1;

110011.00.10

1;

.....10.0111

1;

Marked Superpopulation Group=1;
28 29 30 30 30 33 33 33 33 34 34 34;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
264 161 152 217 217 160 195 159 166 152 175 190;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
/* End Input File */
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Note that the sums of each column ∑s=1 δsij = mij − ǫij . The first encounter history describes a
marked individual that was in the super population of marked individuals ( T ) during all three
primary intervals. This individual was outside the study area on the second and third secondary
occasions of the second primary interval. The second encounter history from the top describes an
individual that was not in the marked super population during the first and second primary intervals.
This individual may not have been marked until sometime during the third primary interval or it
may have already been marked but didn’t use the study area during the first or second primary
intervals. Either way, it’s not included in Ti1 or Ti2. We avoid needing to distinguish between these
two possibilities in the encounter history by providing MARK with the known values for all Tij under
“Marked Superpopulation Group=1.”
Because marks are individually identifiable, individual heterogeneity models may be explored with
these data. The analysis using these encounter history data (IELNE_IndividualMarks_OneGroup.inp)
yielded the following results for the fully time- and session-dependent model in MARK:
Real Function Parameters of {p(t*session) sigma(session) Nbar(session) alpha(t*session) Nstar(session)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1:p Session 1

0.6133499

0.0912318

0.4273694

0.7712571

2:p Session 1

0.5615631

0.1195672

0.3308532

0.7684083

3:p Session 1

0.5413477

0.1034848

0.3427332

0.7276390

4:p Session 1

0.4574072

0.0732250

0.3210249

0.6004872

5:sigma Session 1

1.0197302

0.4903634

0.4171086

2.4929953

6:Nbar Session 1

394.62117

44.591791

337.19388

523.44090

7:alpha Session 1

79.082468

23.190543

33.629004

124.53593

8:alpha Session 1

-73.729199

35.577300

-143.46071

-3.9976897

9:alpha Session 1

-93.063774

32.344627

-156.45924

-29.668304

10:Nstar Session 1

494.09441

57.850231

408.59284

642.29723

11:p Session 2

0.5324424

0.0803622

0.3768944

0.6819301

12:p Session 2

0.5597290

0.0974312

0.3693850

0.7339938

13:p Session 2

0.6357427

0.0878971

0.4533828

0.7859828

14:p Session 2

0.3512144

0.0601444

0.2439679

0.4759277

15:sigma Session 2

0.9086982

0.4204068

0.3833012

2.1542655

16:Nbar Session 2

387.54307

40.834875

327.20284

492.17550

17:alpha Session 2

54.177368

22.772581

9.5431080

98.811628

18:alpha Session 2

-71.817838

29.420890

-129.48278

-14.152892

19:alpha Session 2

-56.823534

26.134035

-108.04624

-5.6008243

20:Nstar Session 2

477.60931

54.951148

392.49129

612.52466

21:p Session 3

0.3969452

0.0898830

0.2397307

0.5787726

22:p Session 3

0.8543835

0.1034185

0.5349782

0.9676628

23:p Session 3

0.7828218

0.1132531

0.4941343

0.9300747

24:p Session 3

0.4872611

0.1000565

0.3023949

0.6756794

25:sigma Session 3

1.7925840

0.6185036

0.9289643

3.4590749

26:Nbar Session 3

329.92470

33.341265

281.85513

417.25478

27:alpha Session 3

79.335545

20.773767

38.618960

120.05213

28:alpha Session 3

-110.55894

25.623559

-160.78111

-60.336758

29:alpha Session 3

-58.590931

22.565361

-102.81904

-14.362823

30:Nstar Session 3

432.84141

50.394290

355.01278

556.90442
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For the model ignoring individual heterogeneity:
Real Function Parameters of {p(t*session) sigma(session)=0 Nbar(session) alpha(t*session) Nstar(session)}

Parameter
------------------------1:p Session 1
2:p Session 1
3:p Session 1
4:p Session 1
5:sigma Session 1
6:Nbar Session 1
7:alpha Session 1
8:alpha Session 1
9:alpha Session 1
10:Nstar Session 1
11:p Session 2
12:p Session 2
13:p Session 2
14:p Session 2
15:sigma Session 2
16:Nbar Session 2
17:alpha Session 2
18:alpha Session 2
19:alpha Session 2
20:Nstar Session 2
21:p Session 3
22:p Session 3
23:p Session 3
24:p Session 3
25:sigma Session 3
26:Nbar Session 3
27:alpha Session 3
28:alpha Session 3
29:alpha Session 3
30:Nstar Session 3

Estimate
Standard Error
-------------- -------------0.5920052
0.0657261
0.5336830
0.0849575
0.5334204
0.0792144
0.4660230
0.0529556
0.0000000
0.0000000
397.32336
37.853195
77.488255
23.028337
-67.485358
35.697545
-95.435263
32.616640
494.93132
50.380609
0.5299578
0.0620174
0.5553902
0.0782474
0.6222317
0.0715456
0.3737709
0.0455084
0.0000000
0.0000000
385.24058
35.323766
54.472760
22.567170
-71.849862
29.661337
-57.222285
25.783387
475.22020
48.627591
0.4143877
0.0495543
0.7132914
0.0934889
0.6569718
0.0793613
0.4701106
0.0539969
0.0000000
0.0000000
346.12192
29.917823
80.815678
21.170402
-113.10189
28.097803
-59.723156
25.132396
452.02757
45.613440

95% Confidence Interval
Lower
Upper
-------------- -------------0.4598142
0.7121015
0.3695456
0.6908379
0.3799061
0.6808561
0.3651185
0.5697866
0.0000000
0.0000000
345.02238
500.25876
32.352715
122.62380
-137.45255
2.4818311
-159.36388
-31.506647
417.65336
619.73594
0.4090260
0.6474715
0.4016469
0.6992135
0.4756347
0.7494350
0.2896372
0.4663014
0.0000000
0.0000000
331.24975
473.02873
10.241105
98.704414
-129.98608
-13.713640
-107.75772
-6.6868461
398.00524
591.91823
0.3216726
0.5135927
0.5038555
0.8590504
0.4899032
0.7924980
0.3671288
0.5757019
0.0000000
0.0000000
299.99357
419.88665
39.321690
122.30967
-168.17359
-58.030198
-108.98265
-10.463660
378.66131
560.19636

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

The interpretation of the parameters remains the same as before. In this case, AICc lends more
support to the model including individual heterogeneity (∆ AICc = 2.3). Notice that because all
ǫij = 0 for these data, the estimates from the no-heterogeneity model with individually identifiable
marks are the same as those for the same model when there were no individually identifiable marks.

18.4. The Poisson-log normal mark-resight model
For use when the number of marked individuals in the population may be unknown or sampling is
with replacement within secondary sampling occasions (or there is no concept of a distinct secondary
sampling occasion without replacement). Marks must be individually identifiable. See McClintock et
al. 2009a and McClintock & White 2009 for full details.
Data:
t = the number of primary sampling intervals (may be through time, groups, or time and
groups)
n j = the exact number of marked individuals in the population during primary interval j
n∗j = total number of marked individuals resighted at least once and known to be in the
population
c j = total number of individuals captured (e.g., for marking) immediately prior to primary
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interval j and therefore assumed to be present in the population during primary interval
j, but not resighted during primary interval j
c∗j = n∗j + c j = total number of marked individuals captured immediately prior to primary
interval j or resighted at least once during primary interval j. When the number of marks
is known exactly, c∗j = n j . When the number of marks is unknown this is the minimum
number of marked individuals known to be in the population
ysj = Poisson random variable for the total number of times individual s was resighted during
primary interval j
ǫ j = total number of times an individual was sighted and identified as marked, but not
identified to individual identity during primary interval j
Tu j = total unmarked individual sightings during primary interval j
Parameters:
Uj = number of unmarked individuals in the population during primary interval j
α j = intercept (on log scale) for mean resighting rate during primary interval j. If there is
no individual heterogeneity (σj = 0), once back-transformed from the log scale the real
parameter estimate can be interpreted as the mean resighting rate for the entire population
σj2 = individual heterogeneity level (on the log scale) during primary interval j, i.e., the
additional variance due to a random individual heterogeneity effect with mean zero
φj = apparent survival between primary intervals j and j + 1, j = {1, ..., t − 1}
γ′′j = probability of transitioning from an observable state at time j (e.g., on the study area)
to an unobservable state at time j + 1 (e.g., off the study area), j = {1, ..., t − 1}. This is
equivalent to transition probability ψOU
of Kendall & Nichols (2002)
j
γ′j = probability of remaining at an unobservable state at time j + 1 (e.g., off the study area)
when at an unobservable state at time j, j = {2, ..., t − 1}. This is equivalent to 1 − ψUO
of
j
Kendall & Nichols (2002)
Derived Parameters:
λ j = overall mean resighting rate for primary occasion j. This is a parameter derived as a
function of α j , σj2 , and ǫ j . Note that when σj = 0 and ǫ j = 0, then the real parameter
estimate for α j is identical to the derived parameter estimate for λ j
Nj = Uj + n j = total population size during primary occasion j. This is a derived parameter
because MARK actually estimates Uj in the model. If n j is unknown, then Nj is derived as




Uj + n∗j / 1 − exp(−λ j ) , where n∗j / 1 − exp(−λ j ) is the number of marked individuals
18.4.1. Closed resightings only
If interest is only in abundance estimates for different groups (or t primary intervals for group(s)
with few or no marked individuals in common across the intervals), then the mark-resight Poissonlog normal model may be used in a fashion analogous to the closed mark-recapture models of Otis et
al. (1987). In contrast to the closed mark-recapture models of Otis et al. (1987), individual covariates
may be used in modeling resighting rates. However, because the data consist of the total number of
times each marked individual was resighted, the encounter histories must be modified to reflect
this different type of encounter data. If the number of marks is known exactly, then n j , ysj , ǫ j and
Tu j are the same data used for Bowden’s estimator (Bowden & Kufeld 1995) in NOREMARK (White
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1996), but the Poisson-log normal model will generally be more efficient because information about
resighting rates may be borrowed across time or groups (McClintock et al. 2009a). The number of
marks available for each of the groups or t primary intervals may be known or unknown. The
encounter history file contains individual encounter histories composed of the ysj resightings, the
frequencies and group(s) to which each encounter history pertains, the Tu j unmarked sightings and
group(s) to which they pertain, the ǫ j unidentified marks and the group(s) to which they pertain, and
whether or not the number of marks is known exactly for each group. Instead of the familiar 0’s
and 1’s of other MARK encounter histories, these histories simply contain the ysj for each marked
individual s. Two character spaces are allocated to allow ysj > 9. Note that this coding does not allow
ysj > 99. For reasons that will become clear in the next section covering the robust design Poissonlog normal model, entries for which ysj = 0 are entered using ‘+0’ instead of ‘00’. Further, (unlike
the logit-normal model and mark-recapture robust design), because the Poisson-log normal model
does not condition on distinct secondary resighting occasions, the number of encounter occasions
entered into MARK when creating a new analysis is the number of primary occasions. For instance,
suppose in a very simple example that there were two groups and t = 1 primary interval with known
n1 = 3, y11 = 2, y21 = 3, y31 = 0, Tu1 = 11, and ǫ1 = 2 for the first group, and n1 = 3, y11 = 0, y21 = 0,
y31 = 12, Tu1 = 5, and ǫ1 = 3 for the second group. The resulting encounter history file for would be:
/* Poisson log-normal mark-resight */
/* Occasions=1 groups=2 */
/* Begin Input File */
02 1 0;
03 1 0;
+0 1 0;
+0 0 1;
+0 0 1;
12 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
11;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
5;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
2;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
3;
Known Marks Group=1;
3;
Known Marks Group=2;
3;
/* End Input File */

The columns following the encounter histories are the frequencies for the two groups, just as
would be done in other MARK encounter history files. Under “Unmarked Seen”, the Tu j are entered
separately for each group. The “Marked Unidentified” data (ǫ j ) are entered in the same fashion
separately for each group. Similarly, the “Known Marks” headings contain the n j for each group.
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Using the same example, but now with the number of marks being unknown for the second group,
the encounter history file must be modified to reflect that n2 is unknown and ys2 = 0 is no longer
observed:
/* Poisson log-normal mark-resight */
/* occasions=1 groups=2 */
/* Begin Input File */
02 1 0;
03 1 0;
+0 1 0;
12 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
11;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
5;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
2;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
3;
Known Marks Group=1;
3;
Known Marks Group=2;
0;
/* End Input File */

Here, the encounter histories for y12 = 0 and y22 = 0 have been removed because they cannot be
observed if the number of marked individuals in the population (n2 ) is unknown. Further, under
“Known Marks;” there is now a “0” for the second group. By including a “0” for the second group’s
“Known Marks”, MARK knows the number of marks is unknown and will use the zero-truncated
Poisson-log normal model.
It is possible that the number of marks may be unknown for a given group, but some marking was
conducted immediately prior to the primary sampling interval of interest. Here, some additional information is known about the minimum number of marks in the population because those (previously
marked or newly marked) individuals captured during the marking period are known to have been
present and available for resighting (even if they were not resighted during the interval of interest).
Suppose this were the case in the above example, such that the second individual of the second
group was captured and marked immediately prior to resighting surveys but never resighted. This
information (although not used in the zero-truncated likelihood) may be included in the encounter
history file to make the lower bound for N2 ≥ c2∗ :
/* Poisson log-normal mark-resight */
/* occasions=1 groups=2 */
/* Begin Input File */
02 1 0;
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03 1 0;
+0 1 0;
+0 0 1;
12 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
11;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
5;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
2;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
3;
Known Marks Group=1;
3;
Known Marks Group=2;
0;
/* End Input File */

Because the “Known Marks;” is still “0” for the second group, MARK knows the actual number
of marks is unknown and to use the zero-truncated model for the second group, but c2∗ = 2 (instead
of n2∗ = 1) will be used in establishing the lower bound for N2 . When the number of marks is
unknown, the information provided by such encounters via capture events will become more useful
when considering the robust design Poisson-log normal model in the next section.
Now to analyze a more realistic data set where the number of marks was known for the first group
but not for the second. No marking occurred immediately prior to resighting surveys for the second
group, so c2∗ = n2∗ , and therefore no ‘+0’ encounter histories are included for the second group. For
the first group, n1 = 60, Tu1 = 1237, and ǫ1 = 10. For the second group, n1∗ = 33, Tu1 = 588,and
ǫ1 = 5:
/* Poisson log-normal mark-resight */
/* Occasions=1 groups=2 */
/* Begin Input File */
02 1 0;
03 1 0;
03 1 0;
01 1 0;
01 1 0;
01 1 0;
02 1 0;
09 1 0;
05 1 0;
01 1 0;
01 1 0;
01 1 0;
03 1 0;
03 1 0;
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02 1 0;
06 1 0;
04 1 0;
02 1 0;
03 1 0;
01 1 0;
02 1 0;
01 1 0;
03 1 0;
04 1 0;
03 1 0;
03 1 0;
05 1 0;
03 1 0;
04 1 0;
04 1 0;
+0 1 0;
04 1 0;
01 1 0;
03 1 0;
02 1 0;
01 1 0;
03 1 0;
02 1 0;
03 1 0;
05 1 0;
06 1 0;
03 1 0;
01 1 0;
04 1 0;
07 1 0;
03 1 0;
+0 1 0;
06 1 0;
+0 1 0;
04 1 0;
+0 1 0;
02 1 0;
02 1 0;
02 1 0;
02 1 0;
05 1 0;
02 1 0;
01 1 0;
04 1 0;
+0 1 0;
02 0 1;
02 0 1;
04 0 1;
01 0 1;
02 0 1;
01 0 1;
01 0 1;
01 0 1;
04 0 1;
03 0 1;
01 0 1;
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05 0 1;
02 0 1;
02 0 1;
05 0 1;
02 0 1;
01 0 1;
05 0 1;
01 0 1;
02 0 1;
07 0 1;
01 0 1;
03 0 1;
05 0 1;
03 0 1;
03 0 1;
04 0 1;
02 0 1;
03 0 1;
05 0 1;
02 0 1;
02 0 1;
02 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
1237;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
588;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
10;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
5;
Known Marks Group=1;
60;
Known Marks Group=2;
0;
/* End Input File */

The analysis for these data (Poisson_TwoGroups.inp) yielded the following results for the most
general model:
Real Function Parameters of {alpha(g)sigma(g)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1:alpha

2.6274189

0.2483643

2.1839589

3.1609248

2:alpha

2.3834952

0.3632005

1.7711208

3.2076012

3:sigma

0.2782579

0.1405534

0.1093112

0.7083213

4:sigma

0.2316744

0.2787288

0.0362715

1.4797580

5:U

426.66770

37.155745

359.83441

505.91416
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227.09486

29.801418

175.78405

293.38314

In most situations, these real parameter estimates may not be of interest. The derived parameters
for abundance (N) and mean resighting rate (λ) are typically what we want:
Estimates of Derived Parameters
Population Estimates of {alpha(g)sigma(g)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

N-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

486.66770

37.155822

419.12029

565.10136

2

1

263.21721

30.821410

209.40169

330.86314

Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {alpha(g)sigma(g)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

Lambda-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

2.8977973

0.2355306

2.4716992

3.3973507

2

1

2.5867444

0.3200561

2.0315747

3.2936257

Here are the results for the model with no group effects on α j or σj :

Real Function Parameters of {alpha(.)sigma(.)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1:alpha

2.5449662

0.2037816

2.1758646

2.9766800

2:sigma

0.2670036

0.1248112

0.1117130

0.6381611

3:U

440.94680

32.590191

381.55642

509.58148

4:U

211.45044

17.316388

180.14242

248.19966

Estimates of Derived Parameters
Population Estimates of {alpha(.)sigma(.)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

N-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

500.94680

32.590259

441.03409

568.99842

2

1

246.99366

17.749865

214.58185

284.30115

Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {alpha(.)sigma(.)U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

Lambda-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

2.8039855

0.1882162

2.4586823

3.1977840

2

1

2.7779927

0.1902567

2.4294158

3.1765839

Here are the results for the model with no group effect on α j and σj = 0:
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Real Function Parameters of {alpha(.)sigma(.)=0 U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1:alpha

2.6488895

0.1731506

2.3306735

3.0105529

2:sigma

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

0.0000000

3:U

439.16724

29.754643

384.61298

501.45959

4:U

210.59709

15.810414

181.81833

243.93104

Fixed

Estimates of Derived Parameters
Population Estimates of {alpha(.)sigma(.)=0 U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

N-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

499.16724

29.754705

444.17194

560.97181

2

1

246.10883

16.203557

216.34382

279.96896

Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {alpha(.)sigma(.)=0 U(g)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

Lambda-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

2.8155562

0.1731506

2.4961207

3.1758707

2

1

2.7896881

0.1750062

2.4672233

3.1542988

Note that to run models without individual heterogeneity, σj must be fixed to zero. When σ = 0,
the real parameter estimate of α may be interpreted as the overall mean resighting rate ignoring
unidentified marks, but λ is an overall mean resighting rate that takes unidentified marks into
account.
18.4.2. Full-likelihood robust design
If interest is in apparent survival (φ), transition probabilities between observable and unobservable
states (γ′ and γ′′ ), and abundance (N) for one or more groups through time, then a mark-resight
robust design analogous to the mark-recapture robust design of Kendall, Pollock & Brownie (1995)
and Kendall, Nichols & Hines (1997) may be employed. Full details on the model may be found
in McClintock & White (2009). In contrast to the modeling of recapture probabilities in the markrecapture robust design utilizing the closed capture models of Otis et al. (1987), the mark-resight
robust design may incorporate individual covariates in modeling resighting rates. The encounter
history files are similar to those from the previous Closed Resightings model, but now the open period
encounter process for individuals with permanent field-readable marks may be modeled through
time across t primary sampling intervals in a robust design. For instance, if an individual s was
encountered ys1 = 4 times during the first primary interval and ys2 = 2 times during the second
primary interval, then the encounter history would be ‘0402’. Each encounter history will contain 2t
characters, again allowing two characters for each ysj . Because the number of marks can be known or
unknown for any given primary interval, the primary intervals must again be identified as such under
the “Known Marks” heading in the encounter history file. In the individual encounter histories, a ‘+0’
indicates that the individual was known to be a marked individual available for resighting during
primary interval j but never resighted. Therefore, when the number of marks is unknown, the total
number of ‘+0’ entries during primary interval j is equal to c j as defined above. A ‘-0’ indicates a
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previously encountered individual that was not encountered (via capture OR resighting) during
primary interval j, and only applies when the number of marks is unknown (i.e., when the
number of marks is known a ‘-0’ is impossible). Lastly, a ‘..’ indicates a marked individual who
has not yet been encountered prior to and during primary interval j OR an individual that is known
to no longer be in the marked population (due to removal, mortality, or permanent emigration)
during and after primary interval j. As in the regular CJS model in MARK, any ‘..’ contributes no
information to the estimation of parameters. When n j is known, ‘+0’ contributes information towards
estimation of survival, transition rates, resighting rates, and abundance. When n j is unknown, ‘+0’
contributes information towards estimating survival and transition rates, but makes no contribution
to the estimation of resighting rates or abundance (but it does affect the minimum lower bound
for Nj as described in the previous section). A ‘-0’ contributes no information to the estimation of
resighting rates or abundance (it is only a valid entry when the number of marks is unknown), and is
equivalent to a ‘0’ in the regular CJS encounter history for MARK. It therefore only contributes to the
estimation of survival and transition rates. As before, the encounter histories are followed by group
frequencies in the usual MARK encounter history file. The entries for “Unmarked Seen”, “Marked
Unidentified”, and “Known Marks” are the same as described earlier and are entered separately for
each group. In the following example encounter history file with a single group and t = 4 primary
intervals, the number of marks are known for the first and second primary intervals, but unknown
for the third and fourth. Because the model does not condition on distinct secondary resighting
occasions, the number of encounters that are input into MARK is equal to the number of primary
occasions (t = 4 in this case). Capturing for marking occurred immediately prior to the first, second,
and third occasion, but not the fourth occasion, so n4∗ = c4∗ . Here, n1 = 45, Tu1 = 1380, ǫ1 = 8, n2 = 67,
Tu2 = 1120, ǫ2 = 10, n3∗ = 56, Tu3 = 1041, ǫ3 = 9, n4∗ = 52, Tu4 = 948, and ǫ4 = 11:
/* Poisson log-normal Mark-resight */
/* 4 occasions, 1 group */
/* Begin Input File */
....+002 1;
..06-0-0 1;
04060202 1;
+0010402 1;
070602-0 1;
04020606 1;
..020101 1;
060602-0 1;
..04-004 1;
040401-0 1;
03010103 1;
02030503 1;
..03+0-0 1;
070503-0 1;
04+00104 1;
01010401 1;
06060103 1;
02010602 1;
..0403-0 1;
..020306 1;
020202-0 1;
..050201 1;
02010103 1;
031002-0 1;
+0+00704 1;
01030102 1;
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01010302 1;
..02-0-0 1;
..020210 1;
020301-0 1;
02+00503 1;
02+0+0-0 1;
02020302 1;
..080201 1;
..040603 1;
030304-0 1;
02020202 1;
..030107 1;
04050402 1;
+0050101 1;
..030605 1;
05+00101 1;
..04-003 1;
06020204 1;
..03-004 1;
..010201 1;
04+00303 1;
04040204 1;
01+00201 1;
0403-004 1;
01+00103 1;
..020307 1;
01060701 1;
..040101 1;
03040301 1;
..0404-0 1;
03050101 1;
05040202 1;
03010202 1;
05+00302 1;
01020202 1;
01+0+0-0 1;
01070202 1;
..050105 1;
02040205 1;
02010301 1;
..03-010 1;
..01+0-0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
1380 1120 1041 948;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
8 10 9 11;
Known Marks Group=1;
45 67 0 0;
/* End Input File */

The first encounter history indicates this individual was not captured for marking until immediately prior to the third primary occasion, and the ‘+0’ for the third occasion indicates that it was not
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resighted (although known to be a marked individual available for resighting during this occasion).
This individual was then resighted twice during the fourth occasion. The second encounter history
from the top indicates that this individual was only known to be marked and in the population during
the second primary occasion (when it was resighted 6 times). Because the number of marks is known
for the first primary interval, this individual must have been marked between the first and second
primary intervals. As indicated by ‘-0’, this individual was never encountered again when the number
of marks was unknown during the third and fourth primary intervals. The third encounter history
from the top indicates an individual who was known to be marked and available for resighting for
all t = 4 occasions. The ‘+0’ entry for the first primary occasion indicates that it was known to be
marked and available for resighting, but never resighted. This individual was then resighted one, four,
and two times during the second, third, and fourth intervals, respectively. The final encounter history
describes an individual that was not marked until immediately prior to the second primary occasion,
and during the second occasion it was resighted one time. It was then captured immediately prior to
(but never resighted during) the third occasion. Because the number of marks was unknown for the
third occasion, this ‘+0’ primarily contributes information to the estimation of survival and transition
rates (as described in the previous section). As indicated by ‘-0’ this individual was then never
resighted during the fourth occasion (and could not have been captured immediately prior to the
occasion because no capturing took place). Because no individuals were captured (e.g., for marking)
immediately prior to the fourth occasion (and the number of marked individuals was unknown), no
‘+0’ appears in the entries for this occasion. Because no marked individuals were known to have left
the population (due to removal, mortality, or permanent emigration), no ‘..’ entries appear after an
individual’s first encounter. The “Unmarked Seen;” entry tells MARK that 1380 unmarked sightings
occurred during the first primary interval, 1120 during the second, 1041 during the third, and 948
during the fourth. The “Marked Unidentified” entry follows the same pattern. The “Known Marks”
entry tells MARK that n j is known for the first and second primary intervals (n1 = 46, n2 = 60), but
unknown for the third and fourth (as indicated by ‘0’ for these occasions).
As a simple two group example, suppose for the first group that n1 = 10, Tu1 = 800, ǫ1 = 4, n2 = 14,
Tu2 = 950, ǫ2 = 2, n3∗ = 11, Tu3 = 500, ǫ3 = 6, n4∗ = 8, Tu4 = 1201, and ǫ4 = 3. For the second group,
n1 = 11, Tu1 = 459, ǫ1 = 2, n2∗ = 14, Tu2 = 782, ǫ2 = 5, n3∗ = 15, Tu3 = 256, ǫ3 = 0, n4∗ = 11, Tu4 = 921,
and ǫ4 = 1. With capturing (e.g., for marking) occurring for both groups immediately prior to the
first and second occasions, a possible encounter history file would be:
/* Poisson log-normal Mark-resight */
/* 4 occasions, 2 groups */
/* Begin Input File */
04060202 1 0;
..06-0-0 1 0;
+0010402 1 0;
070602-0 1 0;
04020606 1 0;
..020101 1 0;
060602-0 1 0;
..04-004 1 0;
040401-0 1 0;
03010103 1 0;
02030503 1 0;
..03-0-0 1 0;
070503-0 1 0;
04+00104 1 0;
01010401 0 1;
06060103 0 1;
02010602 0 1;
..0403-0 0 1;
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..020306 0 1;
020202-0 0 1;
..050201 0 1;
02010103 0 1;
031002-0 0 1;
+0-00704 0 1;
01030102 0 1;
01010302 0 1;
..02-0-0 0 1;
..020210 0 1;
020301-0 0 1;
02+00503 0 1;
Unmarked Seen Group=1;
800 950 500 1201;
Unmarked Seen Group=2;
459 782 256 921;
Marked Unidentified Group=1;
4 2 6 3;
Marked Unidentified Group=2;
2 5 0 1;
Known Marks Group=1;
10 14 0 0;
Known Marks Group=2;
11 0 0 0;
/* End Input File */

Here, the encounter histories are followed by two columns for group frequencies in the usual
MARK encounter history file manner. The entries for “Unmarked Seen”, “Marked Unidentified”,
and “Known Marks” are entered separately for each group. The entries under “Known Marks” tell
MARK that the number of marks was known for the first and second primary occasions of the first
group (n1 = 10, n2 = 14) and for only the first primary occasion of the second group (n1 = 11). Again,
no ‘-0’ can appear for a primary occasion where the number of marks is unknown. Notice that a ‘+0’
appears in the encounter history for the last individual of the second group, but that the number
of marks for this primary occasion was unknown. This indicates that this individual happened to
be caught (e.g., during marking) immediately prior to the second primary occasion, but was never
resighted. Hence, for the second group during the second primary interval , n2∗ = 14 and c2∗ = 15.
An analysis using the single group data (Poisson_RobustDesign_OneGroup.inp) yielded the following
results for the random emigration model {φ(.)γ′′ (.) = γ′ (.)α(t) σ (t)U (t)}:

Real Function Parameters of {phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(t) sigma(t) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

1:alpha

2.7638408

0.2886637

2.2534628

3.3898122

2:alpha

2.6470841

0.2695821

2.1692136

3.2302279
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3:alpha

2.1173163

0.2745082

1.6439392

2.7270036

4:alpha

2.1254054

0.3281373

1.5732477

2.8713520

5:sigma

0.2368147

0.1786795

0.0635331

0.8827081

6:sigma

0.4564778

0.1114859

0.2847935

0.7316598

7:sigma

0.3925358

0.1552277

0.1859589

0.8285937

8:sigma

0.5348317

0.1257812

0.3394039

0.8427864

9:U

456.73003

43.067154

379.81489

549.22102

10:U

362.54432

34.740271

300.59433

437.26168

11:U

427.89101

45.664583

347.33475

527.13045

12:U

358.01017

44.974968

280.14293

457.52102

13:Phi

0.9857548

0.0182401

0.8443633

0.9988683

14:Gamma’’

0.0552683

0.0363436

0.0147309

0.1862693

Estimates of Derived Parameters
Population Estimates of {phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(.) sigma(.) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

N-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

524.94217

28.178946

472.55342

583.13891

1

2

460.37288

24.092419

415.52193

510.06500

1

3

425.58023

23.324431

382.26492

473.80369

1

4

383.16101

21.077938

344.02552

426.74845

Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(.) sigma(.) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

Lambda-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

2.8737886

0.1396905

2.6127801

3.1608711

1

2

2.8452646

0.1396905

2.5843816

3.1324827

1

3

2.8458811

0.1412053

2.5823048

3.1363607

1

4

2.8932760

0.1416843

2.6286365

3.1845582

For model {φ(.)γ′′ (.) = γ′ (.)α(.)σ (.)U (t)}:
Real Function Parameters of {Phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(.) sigma(.) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

-------------------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1:alpha

2.4536985

0.1478956

2.1805245

2.7610956

2:sigma

0.4376083

0.0655452

0.3268107

0.5859693

3:N

524.49384

28.499239

471.81002

583.68075

4:N

460.04989

24.370049

415.11342

510.78703

5:N

426.24093

23.102678

383.69402

474.39761

6:N

379.16926

20.875980

340.74421

422.70778

7:Phi

0.9858690

0.0178497

0.8499082

0.9988380

8:Gamma’’

0.0751540

0.0287552

0.0348592

0.1545672

Estimates of Derived Parameters
Population Estimates of {phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(.) sigma(.) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
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Grp. Occ.

N-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Upper

1

1

524.94217

28.178946

472.55342

583.13891

1

2

460.37288

24.092419

415.52193

510.06500

1

3

425.58023

23.324431

382.26492

473.80369

1

4

383.16101

21.077938

344.02552

426.74845

Mean Resighting Rate Estimates of {phi(.) gamma’’(.)=gamma’(.) alpha(.) sigma(.) U(t)}
95% Confidence Interval
Grp. Occ.

Lambda-hat

Standard Error

---- ----

--------------

--------------

--------------

Lower

--------------

Upper

1

1

2.8737886

0.1396905

2.6127801

3.1608711

1

2

2.8452646

0.1396905

2.5843816

3.1324827

1

3

2.8458811

0.1412053

2.5823048

3.1363607

1

4

2.8932760

0.1416843

2.6286365

3.1845582

Here, AICc indicates much more support for the simpler model (1042.3 versus 1050.0). Notice that
a significant population decline would be inferred from the latter model (but not the former), one of
the advantages of borrowing information across primary intervals that the Poisson-log normal model
provides over other previously available mark-resight estimators.

18.5. Suggestions for mark-resight analyses in MARK
1. To start an analysis from scratch (after an encounter history file has been created),
select the “Mark-Resight” data type. The option will then be given to select “LogitNormal,” “Immigration-Emigration Logit-Normal,” or “Poisson-log normal.” For “LogitNormal” and ‘Immigration-Emigration Logit-Normal” one doesn’t specify whether or not
individual marks were used. This is left to the user to keep track of (by not running any
individual heterogeneity models if marks were not individually identifiable). For “Poissonlog normal” one doesn’t need to specify robust design or not. If there are multiple primary
occasions for the group(s), then MARK will automatically set up an analysis that includes
the open period parameters (φ, γ′′ , and γ′ ).
2. Because convergence with these models is sensitive to the starting values (particularly
for N and σ), initial values (on the log scale) should always be manually provided in the
Run window when using the design matrix. This means that if N = 100 and σ = 0.5, then
log( N ) = 4.6 and log(σ ) = −0.69 should be provided as initial values. MARK provides its
own initial values that usually work when running a model from the PIMs, so we suggest
that an analysis begin with simple PIM models from which the initial values may then
be provided for running more complex models and for when utilizing the design matrix.
If convergence issues remain after following this strategy, we suggest trying a series of
initial values covering the suspected range of the parameter(s) and possibly other Run
window options such as “Use Alt. Opt. Method” or “Do not standardize design matrix.”
It is typically fairly obvious when N does not converge correctly (‘garbage’ estimates, SE,
or AICc ), but it can be more tricky with σ. Sometimes the regular MARK optimization
method can converge to a local maximum where σ̂ is almost zero. Caution should be
taken before concluding that such an estimate is reliable.
3. Even when using the SIN link from the PIMs, MARK will sometimes get the parameter
count wrong for the α parameters in the immigration-emigration logit-normal model.
Extra care should be taken when using the model to verify the number of estimable
parameters (e.g., for AICc calculation) is correct. We hope to have this issue resolved in
the future.
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4. The σ parameter must be fixed to zero in the Run window to examine a model that ignores
individual heterogeneity in resighting probabilities.
5. When using the (immigration-emigration) logit-normal model, MARK by default assigns
the log link to σ and N, and applies whatever link is specified in the Run window to p.
6. When using the Poisson model, MARK by default assigns the log link to α, σ, and N, and
applies whatever link is specified in the Run window to φ, γ′′ , and γ′ (if using the robust
design).
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